
and much more…..

Financial Reporting Review Board
Review the general purpose financial statements of the enterprises and the auditor’s 
report thereon suo motto or on a reference made with a view to determine, to the 
extent possible, compliances on generally accepted accounting principles, disclosure 
requirements  and reporting obligations of the auditor. 

Disciplinary Mechanism
Proactively act on matters of professional and or other misconduct and take action 
through well-defined disciplinary mechanism.

Peer Review Board
Enhancing quality of professional work, transparency in technical standards used, 
world class procedures and techniques resulting into more reliable and useful audit and 
reports through a system of Peer Review

Quality Review Board
Initiate reviews of quality of audit services provided by members of the Institute in 
respect of private limited companies, unlisted public companies below the thresholds 
specified under Rule 3(1) of NFRA Rules, 2018 and other entities not specified under 
the Rule; and those referred by NFRA

Unique Document Identification Number
Curb the malpractices by third persons misrepresenting themselves as Chartered 
Accountants and misleading the Authorities and other stakeholders.

Monitoring the Tendering issues
Examine Cost Sheets which are to be maintained by members of the Institute while 
responding to tenders, monitor and analyse these sheet vis-à-vis the bids quoted by 
CAs in all the permissible tenders and refer the deviations at appropriate levels and call 
for peer review of the said assignments in cases of abnormal difference.

Taxation Audits Quality Review Board
Carry out reviews to improve the reporting of compliance under various taxation laws 
(both Direct as well as Indirect) and help the members to exercise greater diligence 
while certifying various reports prescribed under the taxation laws.

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, a statutory body regulating the accounting 
profession in India, has a long and chequered history as the second largest Institute in the 
world. The Institute has delivered to the world high class CA professionals apart from setting 
benchmarks in the quality of financial reporting in India and abroad. ICAI not only performs 
its statutory duties as a regulator of the profession of Chartered Accountancy in India by 
formulating Accounting Standards in keeping pace with changing economic-scenario but also 
has enforced the ethical values as enshrined in Code of Ethics to progress as envisaged in the 
Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 and the Chartered Accountants Regulations, 1988.

Reaching Pinnacle of Independence,  
Integrity and Excellence

       ICAI
              Guiding Light…
                     Leading Right


